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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013
Part - II
GEOGRAPHY - GENERAL
Paper - II
Duration : 3 Hours

( Maximum Marks : 100
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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GROUP-A
��-cJ

( Population and Social Geography )
( Full Marks : 30 )

( 91�:30)
Cate&ory-A

c�-cJ
Answer any one question within 300 words:

I x 10 = 10

1.

Discuss the causes and consequences of migration with suitable examples.

2. .

Define poverty. What are the important measures taken for alleviating poverty in
India?
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Category-B

,�-�

Answer any fou.r questions within 150 words each :
Ql

,���m� �(to�-m;trJ�:

3.

How does social criteria control birth rate?

4.

Write short notes on the following :
a)

Age specific death rate

b)

Crude death rate.
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5.

What do you mean by optimum population, overpopulation and underpopulation?

6.

What are the reasons for high population concentration in developing countries?

7.

Discuss the controlling factors of literacy rate.
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8.

What are the controlling factors of population growth ? Which state of India has
highest growth rate of population and which state of India has lowest growth rate of
population ?
�'� � ��� � � ? '51�'-'4C( � � �'� � � )l<RbC� � \£14, �' �J
�'� � � )l<RbC� <tS.i ?

9.

Write short notes on the following :
a)

Emigration

b)

Immigration.
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GROUP-B

��-�
( Economic Geography )
( Full Mar_ka : SO )
<

91�: so).

Category-A

ci!lfct - -.
Answer any one question within 300 words
� � � � � �00 �

10.

I x 10 = 10

lfe'fl �:

Discuss the salient features of intensive subsistence rtce farming m Monsoon Asia,
with special reference to India.
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Mention the reasons of lo�alisation of cottop textile industry' in the western region of
India. Mention the problems facing this industry at present.
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Category-B

cetfi\ -1t

Answer any four questions within 150 words each :
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12.

What are the principal sectors of economy?

13.

State the locational. factors of the petroleum refining industry.

14.

What do you mean by plantation crop? Give an account of the physical factors of the
development of tea plantation ln north-east India.

�I
15.

Was the 'green revalution' a success in India?

16.

Mention the characteristics and importance of cottage industry in India.

1 + 4
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l 7.

Distinguish between small scale and large s�ale industries.

18.

Where and why is shifting cultivation still practised in India?
�l�C�� C<f>1�
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GROUP-C
fcm'it. - 'it
( Regional Geography and· Environmental Issues of India )
( Full Marks: 40)
(9t�:40)
category-A

c�-�
Answer any two questions within 300 words each. :

2 X 10 = 20

�· � � � ffl � \!)00 � �tfJ �- g
19.

Identify and describe the basis of delineation of physiographic divisions of India with
the help of suitable examples.

20.

What ts. economic region ? Describe the_ nature of industrial region with special
reference to Asansol-Durgapur industrial belt.
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Discuss the causes of flood in upper courses of the river Ganga and mention the
measures taken to mitigate this problem.
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Mention the causes and consequences of soil erosion in India.

Category-B

,�-'tl
Answer any Jour questions within 150 words each :
Ql

���ffl� ��O�lTC��:

23.

Mention the role of monsoon in creating flood and drought in India.

24.

Mention the causes and consequences pf desertification in India.

25.

What ts social forestry? Mention its importance.

26.

Distinguish between formal region and functional region.

27.

Define macro. meso and micro regions.
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Describe the physlpgraphy of the Deccan Trap region.
� �loi�fil '51�� �9f �� � I

29.

Write down the causes of the development of wheat belt in Punjab-Haryana region.

